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Abstract 22 

 23 

The Orfeus European Integrated Data Archive (EIDA) provides a federated approach to 24 

the dissemination of seismological waveform data and ensures access to 12 regional 25 

seismological data centres – the EIDA nodes. The Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e 26 

Vulcanologia (INGV), is one of the founding partners of this EIDA federation and 27 

manages the EIDA data distribution node in Italy. INGV has actively managed the 28 

smaller MedNet archive since 1990 and adopted a more comprehensive and systematic 29 

approach to seismological data archiving since 2007. The Italian EIDA node data 30 

archive currently totals 90 TBytes of waveform data available for download, originating 31 

from 25 networks and 974 stations, provided by INGV, MedNet or contributed by 32 

various partner institutions. Geographically it covers mainly Italy and some stations from 33 

the Mediterranean region. The archive is currently growing at a rate of approximately 11 34 

TB/year.  35 

 36 

INGV recently strengthened its data management capabilities, resources and 37 

infrastructure in order to effectively respond to growing scale of station inventory, archive 38 

and volumes of delivered data, and to acknowledge increasing attention towards open 39 

data sharing, appropriate attribution and FAIR principles, as well as higher demands on 40 

data quality and expectations of the scientific user community. To this end, it established 41 

a dedicated internal unit in charge of all relevant activities related to the Italian EIDA node. 42 

In this paper we address key aspects of EIDA node in Italy, such as evolution and status 43 

of the seismological waveform archive, and we describe the technical, organisational and 44 
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operational set-up of data and service management. We also outline ongoing activities 45 

and future evolutions aiming to further increase the quality of services, data availability, 46 

data and metadata quality, resilience and sustainability. 47 

  48 
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Introduction 49 

 50 

The hosting Institution: INGV 51 

The Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) was founded in 1999 by 52 

integrating the former Istituto Nazione di Geofisica (ING), the Volcano observatories at 53 

Naples (Vesuvius Observatory) and Catania (Etna Observatory), and other laboratories 54 

and institutes. This merger resulted in the biggest non-university research institution with 55 

a focus on Geophysics and Earth Sciences in Italy, and one of the largest institutions of 56 

its kind in Europe and worldwide. Besides its vast range of research activities, INGV has 57 

an explicit mandate to provide seismic surveillance and data sharing services established 58 

by the instituting law and its statute (Decreto Legislativo N. 381/1999). It is an integral 59 

component of the civil protection system in Italy, both as a centre of expertise on seismic, 60 

volcanic and tsunami risks, and as provider of surveillance, monitoring or alert services 61 

for seismic, volcanic and tsunami hazard through agreements with the Civil Protection 62 

Department (Dipartimento di Protezione Civile, DPC).  63 

 64 

In order to fulfil these objectives, INGV operates a permanent seismic network: The Italian 65 

National Seismic Network (Rete Sismica Nazionale - RSN, INGV Seismological Data 66 

Centre, 2006; Michelini et al. 2016) has its origins as pure surveillance infrastructure, but 67 

evolved due to technological updates and improved instrumentation into a more versatile 68 

research infrastructure. In contrast, the Mediterranean Very Broadband Seismographic 69 

Network (MedNet, MedNet Project Partner Institutions, 1990; Pondrelli et al. 2019) was 70 

initially established as a pure research infrastructure operated offline that gained 71 
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relevance to seismic surveillance when real-time data transmission was added. Other 72 

national institutions contribute to the coverage of the territory and data is exchanged with 73 

neighbouring countries. Moreover, INGV operates three operational rooms with staff on 74 

duty twenty-four-seven in Rome, Naples and Catania, and a monitoring service for 75 

induced seismicity, run at INGV Bologna, for the Ministry of Economic Development 76 

(Ministero dello sviluppo economico). The earthquake surveillance system is described 77 

in further detail in Margheriti L. et al. (2021, same volume) and for more details on the 78 

tsunami warning system refer to Amato A. et al. (2021, same volume). 79 

 80 

Optimizing resources: Combining surveillance and research 81 

The control room in Rome provides primarily seismic surveillance at the National level 82 

and constitutes a natural aggregation point where a substantial part of seismological 83 

waveform data is received in real time from stations across Italy, adjacent countries and 84 

the Mediterranean region. It is therefore an obvious choice to locate the National 85 

seismological waveform archive close to this seismic surveillance facility. In fact, for many 86 

years the waveform archive and associated services were managed jointly with the 87 

surveillance services (Mazza et al. 2012). This approach and development were realized 88 

within the European Network of Research Infrastructures for European Seismology 89 

(NERIES) and the follow-up project Network of European Research Infrastructures for 90 

Earthquake Risk Assessment and Mitigation (NERA 2010-2014) (https://www.orfeus-91 

eu.org/organization/projects/). The same project ultimately led to the formal establishment 92 

of the Orfeus European Integrated Data Archive (EIDA) working group (now a service 93 

management committee within ORFEUS), a federated approach to seismological data 94 
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distribution in which INGV participated as founding partner with a primary node (Strollo et 95 

al. 2021, same volume). On the other hand, the standardised EIDA data distribution 96 

services started to support surveillance procedures and products. 97 

 98 

Drawbacks of a combined approach 99 

Combining surveillance, data archiving and distribution services had advantages in terms 100 

of cost and resource efficiency, as it allowed for sharing of the underlying infrastructure 101 

and effort, like networking, hosting, implementation, developments and management. 102 

The drawback, however, was that in a resources-limited environment dominated by the 103 

requirements, urgencies and importance of a very critical, always-available twenty-four-104 

seven agency service of public interest, it occurred that rather specific tasks and 105 

developments with no immediate relevance to the surveillance services suffered from a 106 

lack of adequate attention and resource allocation. In order to overcome this limitation 107 

and to acknowledge the increasing attention towards open data sharing, appropriate 108 

attribution and FAIR principles for scientific data management (Wilkinson et al. 2016), the 109 

constantly growing scale of the station inventory, of the archive, of the volumes of 110 

delivered data, as well as higher expectations with respect to data, metadata and service 111 

quality from the scientific user community, it became necessary to provide additional 112 

resources. As a result, in 2019 a dedicated INGV internal team for data archive and data 113 

services management was established. Its main responsibilities largely coincide with all 114 

activities relevant to the EIDA federation system and its Italian primary node: managing 115 

the computational infrastructure of the data centre for the surveillance room and for the 116 

data archive; data acquisition from data providers; data archiving and curation; metadata 117 
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management; sharing and distribution of data. While retaining largely the synergies of an 118 

integrated approach for data acquisition, data and metadata management, surveillance 119 

and data distribution services, the scope is to ensure adequate exploitation of the data 120 

assets and attention to the evolution and development of further data related services. 121 

 122 

In this paper we describe key aspects of the EIDA node in Italy, providing details of the 123 

archive, covering the organizational and technical setup, infrastructure, data acquisition, 124 

operational procedures, challenges, project activities and future plans. 125 

 126 

 127 

Seismological waveform archive 128 

 129 

Early stages 130 

Today’s seismological waveform archive at INGV originates from the establishment of the 131 

MedNet Data Centre. The very first MedNet very broadband stations with high dynamic 132 

range and native digital recording have been installed since 1988 in Italy and in the 133 

EuroMed region. In fact, the first continuous waveform data available at the Italian EIDA 134 

node are from the MedNet network and for 15 years (1990-2004) MedNet stations remain 135 

the only available data in the archive. Initially, these stations were operated purely offline 136 

and data was recorded on magnetic tape. The MedNet Data Centre had among others 137 

the laborious task of handling these tape records by downloading the data therein, 138 

converting, processing, verifying and validating the data, and managing the archived data 139 

(Beranzoli et al. 1993). The data (modest amounts by today’s standards) were provided 140 
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upon request by copying them on magnetic media (or other storage media) and sending 141 

them by regular mail. 142 

 143 

At the same time, the National Seismic Network (RSN) consisted of approximately 100 144 

analogue mostly vertical short period stations which were used primarily for seismic 145 

surveillance and monitoring purposes. The stations transmitted their analogue signals to 146 

the surveillance operations room via telephone lines or via radio transmission, which 147 

limited their dynamic range and signal quality. These signals were continuously recorded 148 

only on paper rotating drums. Since 1984 these analogue signals were also digitised for 149 

automatic processing by a quasi-real-time system on a Digital VAX microcomputer 150 

(Console R., Taccetti Q. 1986). Although the digitalised event waveforms have been 151 

partly preserved, the lack of detail and quality of instrumentation information hindered the 152 

inclusion into the EIDA archive.  153 

 154 

The Digital Broadband National Network 155 

From 2001 several projects targeted the modernization and digitalization of the RSN 156 

which resulted in improved geographic coverage, improved data quality and rapid 157 

automatic real-time monitoring products (Amato et. al 2006). Unfortunately, at the very 158 

beginning of the network upgrade, the quality of station information was not given equal 159 

attention owing to sometimes casual reporting and updating of the station metadata. In 160 

addition, the use of a proprietary protocol and data format became an obstacle to 161 

systematic data archiving. Data from the upgraded seismic stations have become 162 

regularly available only since 2005, extending the acquisition and archiving procedures 163 
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already in place for MedNet data. Successively, a steadily growing number of digital 164 

stations was integrated into a modern data archiving and distribution system. This system 165 

based on miniSEED format (SEED 2012) and Seedlink protocol (Weber et al. 2007; 166 

Helmholtz Centre Potsdam GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences and GEMPA 167 

GmbH 2008), now a de-facto standard in seismology, was developed in the context of 168 

nationally funded projects and the European project Network of Research Infrastructures 169 

for European Seismology (NERIES 2006-2010). Since 2008 data from other collaborating 170 

institutions have been acquired and archived, notably from neighbouring countries and 171 

from local networks in northern Italy (e.g. FDSN network codes: GU, NI, RF, SI; see Table 172 

1 for more details). Data from the later networks are now provided through the Italian 173 

EIDA node.  174 

 175 

Current archive content 176 

At present the Italian node EIDA waveform archive totals at 90 TB of data available for 177 

download, originating from 25 networks (including FDSN network TV, a collection of 178 

temporary deployments) and 974 stations. To a large extent these data are provided by 179 

the INGV managed networks, permanent or temporary, but a considerable portion of the 180 

data holdings are nowadays contributed by other Italian institutions and universities, and 181 

are provided to EIDA users via the Italian node. We also receive data from neighbouring 182 

countries, which are processed and stored for seismic monitoring purposes, but only data 183 

from the Albanian network (FDSN network code AC) are currently made available to the 184 

EIDA federation. Figure 1 provides an overview of the geographical coverage of all 185 

permanent stations present in the archive of the Italian EIDA node. Most of the other 186 
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seismic network data utilized to accomplish national monitoring and surveillance services 187 

(i.e., mainly the stations near the borders of Italy in the neighbouring countries) are 188 

available via other nodes of the EIDA federation, in particular RESIF, ETH, ODC, GFZ, 189 

NOA (see Data and Resources), with the exception of data from the Italian Strong Motion 190 

Network (Rete Accelerometrica Nazionale, RAN, FDSN network code IT). The RAN data 191 

are not yet available within EIDA. We summarise in Table 1 all data providers which 192 

contribute data to the Italian EIDA node and the respective networks. The relative 193 

proportion to the overall data holdings is shown in Figure 2 and the year-by-year evolution 194 

of the archive is illustrated in Figure 3. 195 

 196 

The archive at the time of writing grows at a rate of approximately 11 TB/year and the 197 

station inventory currently declares 532 permanent stations as active, of which 122 are 198 

contributed by various partner institutions and 410 are permanent stations managed by 199 

INGV or MedNet (The reported numbers are valid for end of October 2020). The 200 

predominant portion of these active stations are equipped with velocity sensors (475 201 

stations), and out of these nearly 80% consist of broadband stations (372 broadband vs. 202 

103 short period stations). The prevailing sensor type is the Nanometrics Trillium 40s, 203 

due to its large number at INGV’s National Seismic Network. Strong motion sensors are 204 

presently co-located at somewhat less than half of the seismometer stations (195 205 

stations), mainly in combination with broadband sensors (156 stations), and a few stations 206 

are equipped with a strong motion sensor only (57 stations). The geographical distribution 207 

of the various sensor types is provided in Figure 4. The archive up to date holds relatively 208 

few data from temporary deployments by INGV (34 deployments). Some of these (23 209 
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deployments) are currently inserted with permanent network codes TV or IV for historical 210 

reasons, which however is expected to change in future. Most temporary deployments 211 

have been installed in the framework of Sismiko rapid deployments service (Moretti et al. 212 

2016). Two temporary datasets are part of larger deployments with data distributed 213 

across several nodes of the EIDA federation: The Argostoli basin experiment performed 214 

within the NERA project and the AlpArray experiment (AlpArray Seismic Network 2015). 215 

The data archived at our EIDA node from the modest number of 16 AlpArray stations still 216 

account for approximately 26 % of the temporary data volume. The total number of 217 

temporary stations is approximately 357, and out of these currently only 16 temporary 218 

stations are declared active and functioning. At the time of writing no other types of 219 

sensors (rotation, infrasound, OBS) are included in the archive, though plans and 220 

discussions suggest that such instruments will be added in future. 221 

 222 

 223 

Infrastructure and technical setup 224 

 225 

Physical and virtual infrastructure 226 

Currently the hosting hardware and infrastructure for the Italian EIDA node is located in 227 

Rome at the data centre shared with the seismic surveillance system. In this way we 228 

retain synergies, between the teams devoted to data archiving and seismic surveillance. 229 

The hosting hardware comprises a limited number of bare metal servers, for all I/O 230 

intensive workloads (notably for the central database management systems and real-time 231 

data streaming) and a virtualization infrastructure. The bare metal servers realize a 232 
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twofold data acquisition chain in an active-active configuration and the primary MySQL 233 

database server in high availability. The virtualization infrastructure is split in a main and 234 

a backup VMWare cluster and hosts approximately 100 of virtual machines. This 235 

virtualization infrastructure is planned to be superseded by an OpenStack-based in-house 236 

cloud distributed among three different locations. A new server cluster has been installed 237 

in order to deploy this solution. The archive is held in a network attached storage backed 238 

up by a twin hardware. This data centre has a dedicated point of access to the Internet, 239 

which is separated from the rest of the facility of INGV’s head office in Rome. 240 

 241 

Metadata management 242 

One of the more challenging tasks in the data centre is to keep track of all the stations 243 

and the related information regarding setup, configuration and status of the 244 

instrumentation and transmission. This is particularly crucial in an environment where a 245 

very large number of persons is involved in the overall process of maintaining and 246 

managing stations, transmission paths based on heterogeneous technologies, data 247 

acquisition, metadata and instrumentation information, as well as their use in the context 248 

of a surveillance service. In order to deal with the increasing complexity and scale of 249 

stations, operations, continuous changes and updates at INGV’s data centre already back 250 

in 2007 SeisNet/SeisFace was developed and introduced (Pintore et al. 2012). This highly 251 

integrated database and management tool combines a series of aspects of seismic 252 

network management into one single web interface, and introduces an abstraction from 253 

the technical configuration and implementation of the acquisition system. In this way it 254 

becomes possible to divide the management efforts among a larger group of people with 255 
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heterogeneous technical skills. In particular, SeisFace integrates the management of: 256 

 257 

1. General information about individual stations (logistics, contacts, technical details 258 

and transmission paths); 259 

2. Instrument templates with nominal instrument and response information; 260 

3. Instrumental metadata, response information and acquisition configuration of 261 

specific stations; 262 

4. Transmission protocol and connection details for system configuration; 263 

5. Configuration and flags for usage in the surveillance system or public access; 264 

6. Monitoring of station status, dataflow and latencies; 265 

7. Tracking of seismic station and transmission issues (faults and repairs). 266 

 267 

SeisFace has some provisions to manage the workflow for insertion or updating of 268 

stations information and metadata, which is initiated by a request for modification. 269 

Subsequently, this request is revised for correctness and accepted, or rejected and 270 

reiterated. This protocol and review process by a person which acts as a sort of 271 

gatekeeper is particularly important at INGV because possible errors would have a direct 272 

impact on the surveillance services and products (e.g., incorrect sensor metadata would 273 

result in wrong ground motions estimates inserted into the maps of ground shaking 274 

routinely calculated by INGV). The information and data inserted through the SeisFace 275 

interface are inserted into the SeisNet database hosted on the shared DBMS 276 

infrastructure. This database is queried by our FDSN compliant station webservice 277 

developed in-house (see Data and Resources). 278 
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 279 

Dataflow 280 

In our organizational setup, the seismological data centre at INGV acts as an intermediary 281 

collecting and aggregating data from various seismic network operators, the data 282 

providers (including INGV’s networks and networks provided by partner institutions) and 283 

in turn provides services and data to the National seismic surveillance services as well as 284 

to the scientific user community. The importance and relevance of the surveillance 285 

services at INGV implies particular attention, high service level and privileged access.  286 

 287 

The sketch in Figure 5, illustrates the simplified dataflow in the seismological data centre. 288 

Configuration of data acquisition is edited in SeisFace and inserted in the underlying 289 

database SeisNet. This information is then used to configure the various components of 290 

all acquisition systems. The real-time data acquisition is handled by two different 291 

protocols: while SeedLink is now dominating as the principal protocol in our data centre, 292 

we still have a series of stations with legacy Nanometrics instrumentation which transmit 293 

data via the proprietary protocol to multiple instances of NaqsServer. There are other 294 

protocols in use in various networks that are not visible to our data centre, as they are 295 

handled and converted to SeedLink by the respective data providers. All data, from 296 

intermediate servers or directly from single stations, is aggregated at a central pair of two 297 

independent SeedLink servers for redundancy. All data acquired at the Nanometrics 298 

servers are also passed to these two Seedlink servers using the in-house developed plug-299 

in nmxptool (Quintiliani 2007). In order to allow for retransmission of lost data and gap 300 

filling, the data stream to the redundant SeedLink servers may be delayed by up to 10 301 
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minutes. Therefore, these Naqs streams are also passed directly and without this delay 302 

to the real-time processing system of the surveillance services. The real-time data 303 

streams are further relayed to two other hosts via SeedLink for data distribution. One 304 

dedicated host (discovery) is used to exchange data with partner institutions, the other 305 

data stream ensures that also real-time data is available in EIDA through FDSNWS 306 

dataselect webservice (see Data and Resources). 307 

 308 

The real-time seismic waveform data from the stations are received and stored in 309 

miniSEED format and SeisComP data structure (SDS; Weber et al. 2007; Helmholtz 310 

Centre Potsdam GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences and gempa GmbH 311 

2008) as two principal and independent master copies. This redundancy is necessary for 312 

sufficient resilience of the overall system, and to allow for maintenance and 313 

reconfiguration of these central servers. Seismic waveform data archiving occurs by an 314 

explicit and automated process which starts after midnight when the daily miniSEED files 315 

stored in the SDS directory structure have been completed and closed. Before archiving 316 

the two independent copies are merged. If the data from a station are incomplete and the 317 

station is appropriately configured for this purpose, an attempt to recover the missing 318 

portion of the data from the local copy at the station is triggered. This attempt to recover 319 

data may be repeated during a limited period within the following days. The consolidated 320 

version of the single miniSEED files is copied to the waveform archive that is hosted on 321 

our dedicated storage cluster infrastructure. The archive data is then subject to further 322 

processing and analysis in order to collect the necessary data for the EIDAWS WFcatalog 323 

(Trani et al. 2017), for SQLX (see Data and Resources) and other in-house scripts for 324 
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quality control purposes.  325 

 326 

Technical details of the EIDA service implementation 327 

A dedicated host and instance of SeisComP is then used exclusively for FDSNWS 328 

dataselect service. FDSNWS station is based on an in-house implementation of this 329 

standard service which accesses directly our SeisNet database. This development was 330 

motivated by the need to ensure correctness and consistency of the inventory and 331 

instrument response information provided to the surveillance system and to the scientific 332 

user community. The MongoDB document store database for WFcatalog, the related 333 

EIDAWS wfcatalog webservice, the EIDAWS routing services (Quinteros, J. 2017) and 334 

further smaller internal microservices are deployed as docker containers (see Data and 335 

Resources) on dedicated virtual hosts deployed on the virtualization infrastructure. All 336 

public EIDA webservices are accessed through one unique nginx (see Data and 337 

Resources) reverse proxy. The surveillance system utilises the same standardised 338 

webservices to access inventory and station response information for configuration. It 339 

also uses the EIDA webservices to retrieve waveform data for analysis and to generate 340 

products after the initial detection and localization.  341 

 342 

 343 

Activities and future evolution 344 

 345 

The new organization setup implemented 2019 and described above has provided us 346 

with the opportunity to address some challenges or issues present at the Italian EIDA 347 
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node with more focus and intensity. Various of these activities go back well before 2019 348 

but have been intensified since.  349 

 350 

Hosting infrastructure maintenance and renewal 351 

Renewal and maintenance of the service hosting infrastructure is a continuous ongoing 352 

process, and staggered in time for the various hardware components reaching their 353 

programmed end of lifetime. At the time of writing, apart from rather modest renewal of 354 

obsolete server hardware, a fundamental innovation and scaling of the virtual hosting 355 

ecosystem occurs by moving away from a moderate scale commercial solution towards 356 

an in-house cloud solution at multiple premises based on OpenStack (see Data and 357 

Resources). The scope of this solution is not only increased scale, redundancy and 358 

flexibility, but also possibility to integrate more heterogeneous hardware and, above all, 359 

to significantly improve resilience and disaster recovery including relocation of operations 360 

to different physical locations. Another important activity regards the renewal of the 361 

storage cluster. The renewal is planned for next year and the project also includes the 362 

replication to a second premise in Naples with the same target to improve resilience and 363 

disaster recovery. We are currently in the process of procuring a replacement solution for 364 

hardware and software. The project also includes the addition of a computational archive, 365 

a cluster and software platform which combines storage and computational resources in 366 

order to improve data access and analysis capabilities to our archives. 367 

 368 

Metadata and data curation 369 

Investments into infrastructure and connectivity, as well as more resources, attention and 370 
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effort, led already to a noticeable improvement of EIDA service quality. The rapidly 371 

growing volume of requested data, however, requires constant evolution of the system, 372 

monitoring and elimination of new bottlenecks. Considerable effort goes into the 373 

verification and improvement of data and metadata quality. The curation of data and 374 

metadata is an ongoing process, often triggered by the need to solve specific issues which 375 

are reported or discovered, or in other occasions due to systematic analysis. Given the 376 

tight relation to the surveillance system most attention is dedicated to problems related 377 

directly to data and metadata which are effectively used in real-time earthquake detection 378 

and analysis processing. The currently established procedures, in general, ensure that 379 

metadata of stations that are newly inserted or updated are formally correct, would not 380 

create obvious issues during processing, and that data streaming is working correctly. 381 

The continuous monitoring, usage and feedback from the surveillance staff itself also 382 

provides an important element of quality control. On the other hand, the requirement to 383 

provide new station data quickly or to keep station data available, occasionally prevented 384 

a more careful analysis or even prompted “preliminary” insertion without subsequent 385 

corrections. More subtle issues regarding metadata, data quality, historical data or issues 386 

introduced during later modifications of the inventory or archive, though, may not always 387 

have received sufficient attention due to resource shortage.  388 

 389 

Operational guidelines and best practices 390 

Since several years we have been actively analysing and addressing data and metadata 391 

quality issues. Though we were able to intensify this effort significantly over the last year, 392 

we also realise that while on the level of the data centre we have some possibilities to 393 
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detect issues, it is much less straightforward to act on them and to come up with an 394 

adequate solution. Important information can be obtained only in collaboration with the 395 

data providers. The data centre simply is not the instance to act on specific data quality 396 

issues. In particular, waveform data quality is often determined by the station 397 

instrumentation itself, e.g. compromised by deterioration of the hardware. In other cases, 398 

the quality of deployment does not match instrument performance. The logical 399 

consequence is that our effort as data centre needs to focus on acting earlier in the 400 

process by establishing well-defined operational guidelines and best-practice protocols 401 

which significantly limit the introduction of any quality problems into the archive. Such 402 

protocols, however, require a wider consensus and acceptance of established rules and 403 

procedures, and the need to include operations well beyond the data centre and the EIDA 404 

node itself. While improving archive quality will keep us busy, the intensified effort and 405 

dialogue has already noticeable effects, as illustrated in Figure 6. 406 

 407 

A related aspect regards the establishment of well-described relationships, updated 408 

agreements with our partner institutions to clarify the details of collaboration. Their data 409 

have been provided primarily for real-time surveillance and monitoring purposes and most 410 

data providers agreed to make their data available also to EIDA. Closer collaboration and 411 

shared ownership of the data and metadata holdings of the archive will provide reciprocal 412 

benefits. More intense participation and support by data providers help the EIDA node to 413 

manage the growing scale of the archive, resolve problems and increase the data and 414 

metadata quality. This is particularly true for the data holdings from the past which require 415 

additional curation effort and are not well covered by real-time data provision only. For 416 
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the data provider it helps to improve visibility and to ensure more complete and correct 417 

information on data provenience, data attribution and licensing, of which they require 418 

better control. Several initiatives seek to improve on this collaborative aspect, among 419 

others supported by Italian EPOS activities.  420 

 421 

Recent or ongoing technical developments strongly reflect the activities on archive 422 

quality, intensifying collaborations with data providers and data attribution. Above all the 423 

newly developed website, apart from addressing better visibility of the EIDA node itself, 424 

also targets at providing improved visibility of institutions contributing their data to the 425 

Italian node, and ensuring correct data attribution. Future releases of the website should 426 

also include additional information and tools to support the assessment of station status 427 

metadata correctness. (see Data and Resources).  428 

 429 

Next generation tools for metadata management 430 

SeisFace has been a major step forward in inventory and data centre management, when 431 

it was introduced and it remains a central component of data centre operations. Despite 432 

all advantages of its integration, the tight relations to its database structure and initial 433 

monolithic design now make it rather difficult to adapt or extend the functionality for new 434 

requirements or to modern formats, above all to StationXML. New developments and 435 

functionality are also becoming increasingly important, in order to support the 436 

implementation of updated operational procedures and protocols, to improve structured 437 

interaction with various actors and data providers, e.g. by providing for an enhanced and 438 

fine-grained collaborative issue tracking system. Moreover, its scalability does not match 439 
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the massive growth of the station inventory, the archive and executed operations. We are 440 

therefore designing and developing a new modular version of this instrument. The 441 

different functionalities of SeisFace are mapped to separate modules, and implemented, 442 

where possible, by leveraging existing open source solutions (configured or adapted for 443 

our purpose). These are complemented with in-house developments. In particular, we are 444 

using Tuleap to substitute and extend tracking of issues and network modification 445 

requests; adopting eXist-db to store the station inventory natively as StationXML 446 

documents; and exploring yasmine as stationXML template and metadata editor (see 447 

Data and Resources). Microservices and web APIs serve as abstraction layers, which 448 

support the creation of an integrated environment and user experience similar to 449 

SeisFace, and which allow for stepwise migration towards the new tools. The intention of 450 

this design is to facilitate future evolution by replacing only single modules. 451 

 452 

Quality-driven waveform data ingestion 453 

Systematic reanalysis of the archive holdings has provided evidence that invalid or 454 

incorrect data have been introduced into the archive in the past. Some of these problems 455 

are recurrent and could be caught automatically. Though the currently deployed archiving 456 

routines already perform a series of tasks to enhance data quality (merge, refetch), to 457 

verify and validate data before archiving, and to process archived data for quality analysis, 458 

they lack an overarching framework which could help to manage, modify and monitor the 459 

rather complex workflow. Therefore, an important objective and area of activity is the 460 

redesign and reimplementation of waveform completion, quality control, archiving and 461 

analysis process. The plan is to integrate all processing tasks into a rule-based workflow 462 
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management system. This way adding or modifying tasks, managing conditions, checking 463 

the status of files and processes, or understanding which tasks have been executed, 464 

should be simplified, and manual laborious and error-prone operations significantly 465 

reduced. Once the workflow framework is sufficiently mature it could be shared with other 466 

data centres. 467 

 468 

 469 

Discussion and Conclusion 470 

 471 

For many years the seismological waveform data archive and Italian EIDA node were 472 

managed in the context of the National surveillance service at INGV, where data from the 473 

vast majority of Italian seismic stations arrive in real time. Despite the obvious 474 

opportunities this combination offers, we also had to recognize that more specific aspects 475 

and tasks of data archive and EIDA service management had suffered due to the 476 

overwhelming importance of the surveillance service.  477 

 478 

This problem has been addressed with the addition of new resources and a new 479 

organizational setup which resulted in the division of tasks and focus into two dedicated 480 

teams with distinct focus, while retaining a shared computational and networking 481 

infrastructure. This allows to address some of the long-standing issues of the Italian EIDA 482 

node. The increased focus and effort on EIDA related activities, along with upgrades on 483 

the data infrastructure and network connectivity, had already their positive impact on 484 

EIDA service quality and some metadata and data issues. We also have to acknowledge 485 
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that the data centre itself has only a very limited impact on waveform data quality, but can 486 

produce quality metrics and provide prompt feedback. Significant improvements of the 487 

quality of seismic waveform data, and to some extent also metadata quality, will only be 488 

achieved if data providers manage to contribute to this important objective, and above all 489 

if sufficient resources become available for the renewal of the seismic network hardware. 490 

 491 

To improve the interaction with data providers, we are in the process of developing 492 

guidelines, protocols and minimal standards for station management. These documents 493 

describe or extend current practice, provide major detail and should help to reduce errors 494 

and effort. Moreover, to facilitate collaboration, we are revising our management system 495 

and we are developing new tools to provide more useful information to data providers or 496 

to enable them to contribute to metadata and data management. 497 

 498 

 499 

Data and Resources 500 

 501 

The seismological waveform data and metadata described in this work are available from 502 

the EIDA, either from the Italian node (usually identified by the acronym INGV) or through 503 

federated services. Table 1 provides a complete list of networks available from the Italian 504 

EIDA node and the respective data providers. The following EIDA nodes 505 

(https://www.orfeus-eu.org/data/eida/nodes/) are identified by their acronyms in the text: 506 

● ETHZ: ETH Zurich Schweizerischer Erdbebendienst (SED) 507 

● GFZ: Helmholtz Centre Potsdam GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences 508 
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● NOA: National Observatory of Athens 509 

● ODC: ORFEUS Data Center 510 

● RESIF: Reseau Sismologique & Geodesique Francais 511 

The EIDA organization, the federated services for data access are described in Strollo et 512 

al. (2021). For information about the Italian Strong Motion Network (Rete 513 

Acceleromentrica Nazionale, RAN) and data access see: 514 

http://ran.protezionecivile.it/EN/index.php, Presidency of Counsil of Ministers - Civil 515 

Protection Department (1972). 516 

 517 

In this work we used or referenced information from various online resources as listed 518 

below. Last access occurred in October 2020. 519 

● Orfeus and EIDA federation: http://www.orfeus-eu.org/data/eida/; 520 

https://www.orfeus-eu.org/organization/projects/ 521 

● Italian EIDA node: http://www.eida.ingv.it 522 

● Documentation about usage of FDSNWS station, FDSNWS dataselect, EIDAWS 523 

routing, EIDAWS WFCatalog, EIDA federator: http://www.orfeus-524 

eu.org/data/eida/webservices/ 525 

● FDSN web service specifications: https://www.fdsn.org/webservices/ 526 

 527 

Various open-source software products are key to the operation of the data centre and 528 

EIDA node, or the software is explicitly mentioned in the text: 529 

● SeisComP: Helmholtz Centre Potsdam GFZ German Research Centre for 530 

Geosciences and gempa GmbH (2008) 531 

http://ran.protezionecivile.it/EN/index.php
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● Nmxptool: Quintiliani (2007); https://gitlab.rm.ingv.it/matteo.quintiliani/nmxptool 532 

● MySQL: https://www.mysql.com 533 

● Xataface: http://xataface.com 534 

● SQLX: https://sqlx.science 535 

● nginx: https://www.nginx.com 536 

● OpenStack: https://www.openstack.org 537 

● Docker: https://www.docker.com 538 

● Tuleap: www.tuleap.org 539 

● eXist-db: http://www.exist-db.org 540 

● yasmine: https://github.com/iris-edu-int/yasmine-stationxml-editor 541 

 542 
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List of Figure Captions 697 

 698 

Figure 1: Map of the geographical coverage with the permanent stations archived at the 699 

Italian EIDA node. Some MedNet stations beyond the map are omitted, see Pondrelli et 700 

al. (2019) for specific details on this network. 701 

 702 

Figure 2: Overview of archive composition of the total data holdings (left), relative 703 

shares of data from contributed networks (centre) and temporary networks (right). The 704 

network TV is a collection of several temporary deployments. 705 

 706 

Figure 3: Evolution of the yearly volume increment of waveform data holdings at the 707 

Italian EIDA node. Before 2005 only data from the MedNet network was archived. In 708 

late 2007 a modern archiving system was introduced. The volume of temporary 709 

networks (orange) is relatively low at the Italian EIDA node, while contributed data 710 

(yellow) gained increasing relevance. 711 

 712 

Figure 4: Map illustrating the geographical distribution of different seismic sensor types 713 

of all currently active permanent seismic stations.  714 

 715 

Figure 5: Schema (simplified) of the dataflow at the INGV data centre, the redundant 716 

layout of critical systems is omitted. All waveform data from the stations are aggregated 717 

at the principal SeedLink server, relayed to selected components in real time and 718 

archived daily by a dedicated process. See text for detailed discussion. 719 
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 720 

Figure 6: The plots show relative shares of seismic stations classified by their overall 721 

data availability in 2019 and 2020. The comparison of data availability between years 722 

2019 and 2020 shows a noticeable improvement of this metrics. In particular, the share 723 

of stations with data availability above 99% increased from 26% to 50% and shares with 724 

low data availability (<95%) decreased. This improvement is the result of combined 725 

effort by the data centre and by data providers. 726 
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Tables 728 

 729 

Table 1: Data providers and networks archived at the Italian EIDA node 730 

Data provider 
Network 
code (FDSN) Network Citation 

Istituto Nazionale di 
Geofisica e Vulcanologia 

MN Mediterranean Very Broadband 
Seismographic Network 

MedNet Project Partner Institutions 
(1990) 

IV Italian Seismic Network INGV Seismological Data Centre 
(2006) 

2009/4A Emersito Seismic Network for Site 
Effect Studies in L'Aquila town, 
Central Italy 

  

2014/5J The Sardinia Passive Array 
experiment 

  

2016/XO EMERSITO Seismic Network, 2016 
Central Italy 

  

2016/3A Seismic Microzonation Network, 
2016 Central Italy 

  

2017/ZM Seismic Emergency for Ischia by 
Sismiko 

  

2018/YD Seismic Emergency for Molise-Italy 
by Sismiko 

  

2020/XK Temporary network seismic in 
Central Calabria 

  

2020/X3 INGV SISMIKO emergency seismic 
network for Salemi-Italy 

  

2011/4C NERA-JRA1 Argostoli basin 
experiment, Greece 

  

2015/Z3 AlpArray Seismic Network (AASN) 
temporary component 

AlpArray Seismic Network. (2015).  
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Istituto Nazionale di 
Oceanografia e di 
Geofisica Sperimentale, 
Centro Ricerche 
Sismologiche 

OX North-East Italy Seismic Network 
  

Istituto Nazionale di Oceanografia e 
di Geofisica Sperimentale (2016) 

NI North-East Italy Broadband Network Istituto Nazionale Di Oceanografia e 
di Geofisica Sperimentale and 
University of Trieste. (2002) 

Università degli studi di 
Genova, 
Dip. di Scienze della Terra 
dell'Ambiente e della Vita 
  

GU Regional Seismic Network of North 
Western Italy 
  

University of Genova (1967) 

Università degli studi di 
Trieste, 
Dip. di Scienze della Terra 

NI North-East Italy Broadband Network Istituto Nazionale Di Oceanografia e 
di Geofisica Sperimentale and 
University of Trieste. (2002) 

RF Friuli Venezia Giulia Accelerometric 
Network, Italy 

University of Trieste (1993) 

Università degli Studi di 
Napoli Federico II, 
Dipartimento di Fisica, 
RISSC-Lab 

IX Irpinia Seismic Network, Italy 
  

  

Università degli Studi di 
Bari Aldo Moro, 
Dip. Scienze della Terra e 
Geoambientali 

OT OTRIONS Local Seismic Network, 
Apulia, Italy 
  

University of Bari “Aldo Moro.” (2013) 

Università degli Studi della 
Basilicata 

BA Universita della Basilicata Seismic 
Network, Italy 

  

Provincia autonoma di 
Bolzano 

SI Sudtirol Network, Italy   

Provincia autonoma di 
Trento 

ST Trentino Seismic Network, Italy Geological Survey-Provincia 
Autonoma di Trento (1981) 

Institute of Geosciences, 
Energy, Water and 
Environment (IGEWE), 
Polytechnic University of 
Tirana 

AC Albanian Seismic Network Institute of Geosciences, Energy, 
Water and Environment (2002) 

European Gravitational 
Observatory 

VR 
  

Virgo Interferometric Antenna for 
Gravitational Waves Detection 
  

European Gravitational Observatory 
(2019) 
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Figures 732 

 733 

 734 

Figure 1: Map of the geographical coverage with the permanent stations archived at the 735 

Italian EIDA node. Some MedNet stations beyond the map are omitted, see Pondrelli et 736 

al. (2019) for specific details on this network.  737 
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 738 

 739 

 740 

 741 

 742 

Figure 2: Overview of archive composition of the total data holdings (left), relative 743 

shares of data from contributed networks (centre) and temporary networks (right). The 744 

network TV is a collection of several temporary deployments. 745 

  746 
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 747 

Figure 3: Evolution of the yearly volume increment of waveform data holdings at the 748 

Italian EIDA node. Before 2005 only data from the MedNet network was archived. In 749 

late 2007 a modern archiving system was introduced. The volume of temporary 750 

networks (orange) is relatively low at the Italian EIDA node, while contributed data 751 

(yellow) gained increasing relevance. 752 

753 
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 754 

 755 

Figure 4: Map illustrating the geographical distribution of different seismic sensor types 756 

of all currently active permanent seismic stations.  757 

 758 
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 759 

 760 

Figure 5: Schema (simplified) of the dataflow at the INGV data centre, the redundant 761 

layout of critical systems is omitted. All waveform data from the stations are aggregated 762 

at the principal SeedLink server, relayed to selected components in real time and 763 

archived daily by a dedicated process. See text for detailed discussion. 764 
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 766 

  

 767 

Figure 6: The plots show relative shares of seismic stations classified by their overall 768 

data availability in 2019 and 2020. The comparison of data availability between years 769 

2019 and 2020 shows a noticeable improvement of this metrics. In particular, the share 770 

of stations with data availability above 99% increased from 26% to 50% and shares with 771 

low data availability (<95%) decreased. This improvement is the result of combined 772 

effort by the data centre and by data providers. 773 

 774 
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